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I would like to know, how can I
download the.rar file with all
the.rar files, as a single.rar file?
And please answer quickly,
because I don't have time to
sleep yet. Thanks. A: You could
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list all the files in the directory,
then combine the list into a
single string, then pass that
string to unrar, e.g.
#!/usr/bin/env bash shopt -s
globstar files=('*.rar') for file in
"${files[@]}"; do unrar "$file"
done Q: php if function inside
class, is there a better
alternative? I'm not sure if this
is the correct forum for this,
but I can't find anything that
seems to cover this exact issue.
So basically I'm looking for a
better way to handle the
following syntax. Right now I
have: class myClass { function
myFunction1() {
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if($something) { $function1 =
'function 2'; } else { $function1
= 'function 1'; } } function
myFunction2() { $function1();
} } $className = new
myClass;
$className->myFunction1();
$className->myFunction2();
I'm looking to get rid of the if
statement from within the class.
I have around 10 functions in
myClass, and right now it's
getting cumbersome to write if
statements for each. I've looked
into OOP, and so far I haven't
found a solid solution that
makes sense. A: In my opinion,
unless you have a very good
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reason to use one function over
the other, you're better of with
the if's. I'm also assuming it's
not working or that you're
trying to use an array. class
myClass { function
myFunction1() ba244e880a
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